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Student response to upcoming local election remains mixed
Maija Anstine
Staff Writer

Last week, 60 students registered to vote at the Warch Campus
Center information desk as part
of a campus effort to get students
involved with the upcoming Nov.
2 election.
This year’s ballot includes
candidates for governor, senator, attorney general, secretary of
state, county sheriff, coroner and
clerk of courts, as well as a handful of other offices. It also includes
a county referendum question on
Wisconsin’s segregated transportation fund.
The registration booths were

available from Wednesday, Oct. 6
to Sunday, Oct. 10. Campus Life
reviewed the forms before sending
them into City Hall by Thursday.
Campus Life Secretary Charity
Rasmussen noted that 60 students
is a decrease from the 350 students who registered two years
ago for the presidential election.
Rather than crediting this decrease
to a general disinterest in local
politics, Rasmussen attributes the
difference to the historical significance of the 2008 presidential
election.
“I think that students who
are registering are actually very
involved and concerned with who
is in office,” Rasmussen commented.

Other efforts to get students
interested in the election include
incumbent Democratic Senator
Russ Feingold’s visit to campus
last Tuesday. The senator gave a
talk at the Campus Center Cinema
after convocation hour.
Some students don’t consider
the Nov. 2 election very important. “I care about the election to
the extent that it makes the Daily
Show more interesting,” explained
senior Mark Hirsch. Other students
remain uninformed about the
issues, such as senior Leslie Fox
who commented that she is unsure
if she’ll vote this year.
But other students, like junior
Dan O’Connor, find the election
important. “I live here most of the

year, so it impacts me more than
politics at home,” he explained.
City Clerk Cindi Hesse hopes
other students share this view,
explaining that voting locally is
less complicated than sending an
absentee ballot home.
Hesse noted the challenge of
becoming politically informed,
especially with the bounty of
information, both reliable and
not, available on the Internet. “It’s
important to do research, and not
just listen to the 30-second negative ads… Information has to come
from the candidates themselves.”
She listed party standards and
common sense as keys to making
a decision, noting that even candidates themselves “only tell you

what you want to hear.”
Lawrence is still divided into
three separate voting districts,
something that Hesse hopes to
change. For now, three separate
shuttles will take students to different voting locations, leaving
from the career center turnaround
between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. on
Tuesday, Nov. 2.
Though it’s too late to register
at the Campus Center information
desk, students can still register
by mail, online or at their polling
place on Election Day by bringing
a student ID.

Administrators respond to trends in campus Safety and Security Report
Tammy Tran
for The Lawrentian

The annual Safety and Security
Report was emailed to all Lawrence
students, faculty and staff on
Oct. 8. The Safety and Security
report is shared with the school
community every year in compliance with the federal Drug-Free
Schools and Community Act and
the Crime Awareness and Campus
Security Act. Lawrence University
is required to file a report because
it receives funding from the federal government.
The report includes campus
security policies and procedures,
alcohol and drug abuse resources,
a fire safety report and campus
crime statistics.
“The safety and security report

generally deals with major crimes,
things that do not routinely happen on most college campuses,”
said Vice President for Student
Affairs and Dean of Students
Nancy Truesdell. “It allows people
who are part of a community to
gain information about the crimes
that have been reported on their
campus.”
While most of the report
appears relatively standard,
there is an increase noted from
2008 to 2009 in burglary, sexual
offense and drug law violations.
Specifically, in 2008 zero burglaries were reported on campus; however, in 2009 the number increased
to nine burglaries.
Similarly, in 2008 there was
one reported case of sexual
offense that increased to four the
next year. In 2008 there were three

reported drug law violations, and
in 2009 there were five.
While these increases may initially appear alarming, there are
other factors to take into consideration when assessing the safety of
our campus.
“It’s hard to tell if the number [of reported cases of sexual
offense] rising is a bad thing,”
stated Truesdell. “It may mean
that we are the kind of campus
where students feel comfortable reporting that information
because enough information has
been shared where we do take it
seriously. That we will work with
someone who feels they have been
the victim of crime.”
It is also worth considering that
a high number of reported crimes
in one year does not automatically
indicate that a trend will occur

during future years. This report’s
crime statistics reflect what has
been reported in that particular
year and cannot be used as an
accurate representation of what to
expect for the future safety report.
For example, when burglaries became frequent in 2009, the
Lawrence administration took
active steps to resolve the problem. “We installed security cameras, added more security staff
and involved the Appleton police.
The report shows that something
happened that particular year, but
in 2010 we did not see those burglaries continue,” said Truesdell.
Even though the Lawrence
campus usually feels like a safe
place, it is important to bear in
mind that the campus is open to
the community. Thus, the goal of
this report has been to involve all

members of the campus community in preserving security.
Associate Dean of Students for
Campus Life Amy Uecke stated,
“This isn’t something that is fed
down from the administration to
students. It is an issue that reaches
the campus broadly. Faculty, staff
and students all have a voice in
this conversation.”
“I think sometimes people
become complacent, but I would
strongly encourage everyone to
read it,” stated Truesdell. “That’s
the first thing, so that they are
aware of their role in preventing
crime on campus. Everyone is in
this together. It is a measure of the
kind of community we are, that
we care about each other. Please
read it, because it is for everyone’s
safety and security that we take
this seriously.”

SLUG and Greenfire team up for international day of environmental awareness
Maggie Brickner
for The Lawrentian

Source: weatherbug.com

5-DAY
WEATHER
FORECAST

Lawrence student organizations joined thousands of people
around the world by hosting a
work party to raise environmental awareness last Sunday. While
others cleaned coral reefs in the
Philippines and planted trees in
Azerbaijan, student volunteers
spent the day working in the
Sustainable Lawrence University
Garden as a part of the global
work party.
The work parties were initiated by 350.org, an organization
founded by American writer Bill
McKibben that raises international

awareness about global warming.
Oct. 10, or 10/10/10 as the event
was known, was a designated a day
of global environmental work.
In addition to organizing
international protests and rallies, the group 350.org frequently
coordinates events similar to the
10/10/10 work party. This Sunday,
about 7,350 events occurred
worldwide in over 180 different
countries.
According to volunteer Sophie
Patterson, SLUG and Greenfire
jointly organized the day with help
from other campus groups with
environmental interests. The purpose of working in the garden was
to raise awareness about the benefits of eating locally grown food

instead of buying from the commercial agriculture system.
Sustainably grown local food
is an important part of helping
the earth, because in today’s agricultural system a huge amount of
energy is wasted on transportation
and production of commercially
grown food. Patterson noted that
the event also helped to “unite the
community to work for the environment.”
All Lawrence students were
invited to work in the garden.
Volunteers were urged to stop by
the garden from 10 a.m. until 2
p.m. to contribute a small part of
their day to the earth, and throughout the day, at least 15 students
stopped by to work.
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Honor Council releases results of 2009-2010 hearings
Wesley Hough-Cornwell
Staff Writer

The Honor Council released
information from the 2009-2010
academic year, listing Honor Code
violations, actions taken by the
Honor Council and the sanctions
of these violations.
Ilsa Tone ‘12, one of the two
Honor Council chairs for the 20102011 academic year, explained that
the biggest trends in violations
were in plagiarizing ideas and content from Internet sources, failing
to cite sources in papers and even
verbatim copying from Internet
articles.
Fewer Honor Code violations
were made last year on tests than
on papers, and this trend suggests
that independently written papers
are easier and more tempting to
cheat on.
Tone advised students to
use the resources that Lawrence
makes available — the Honor
Council encourages those who
need help to seek it. The Center
for Teaching and Learning offers
writing tutors and content tutors
who are assigned to the majority
of lower-level classes.
Moreover, if a student is on the
fence about the proper usage of
citations or specific sources, Tone
adamantly stated that it is always
best to just ask fellow classmates,
tutors or a professor.
“Getting a zero on your paper
is far better than failing the class
or being put on academic probation,” claimed Tone. She described
the Honor Council’s difficulty in
hearing such cases. “I always feel
so disappointed when we have
another case,” she said.
The worst part about the sanctioning conferences and hearings,
Tone explained, is the fact that
many of these students are in
stressful situations when they turn
to cheating.
However, Tone asserted,
“Making the decision to not cheat
will serve you higher in the long
run… you won’t remember 15
years from now if you got a C on a
test or paper.”
Tone assured that students
who are in stressful situations or
are dealing with illness or family problems should contact their
professors or the Dean of Student
Services.
“College is stressful,” Tone
admitted, “but if you need help
or time, ask your professor for
an extension or for the name of
a tutor.”

SLUG

continued from page 1

at SLUG, but many interested
parents — on campus because
of Fall Festival — also stopped
by to admire the work in the
garden.
Volunteers planted hardy
greens such as spinach and
kale in SLUG’s hoop house
so that Bon Appétit will have
access to local fresh vegetables, even during the winter.
In addition, volunteers
moved the compost piles
nearer to the hoop house so
compost can easily be put
inside to provide heat for the

2009‐2010
Academic Year
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September-09

sanctioning
GOVT 140 conference

September-09

September-09

October-09

October-09

October-09

October-09

November-09

Ac4o5

6io7a4o5

sanctioning
GOVT 140 conference

sanctioning
GOVT 110 conference

GEOL 110 hearing

HIST 200

sanctioning
conference

sanctioning
MUEP 120 conference

GEST 100 hearing

FRST I00

sanctioning
conference

plagiarism

8a5c4o5
9:;7a5a4o5
Zero on
assignment & F Student plagiarized most
in course
of two case briefs

plagiarism

Student plagiarized
portion of group project
Zero on
assignment & F (potentially jeopardizing
other students)
in course

plagiarism on
exam

Zero on
assignment &
one letter grade Student copied 2 of 5
essay responses from
reduction in
Wikipedia
course

unauthorized
collaboration

Zero on
assignment &
one letter grade
reduction in
course

Four students received
extensive assistance
from someone who had
had course

plagiarism

Zero on
assignment &
one letter grade
reduction in
course

Student plagiarized two
sentences verbatim but
also took ideas without
citation

unauthorized
collaboration on
final exam

Zero on
assignment &
one letter grade Three students had
similar errors on exam
reduction in
from web sourses
course

plagiarism

Zero on
assignment &
one letter grade Student took parts of
paper verbatim uncited
reduction in
from two web sites
course

plagiarism

Zero on
assignment &
warning &
education

Student took a few
sentences uncited from
internet source
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plants during colder months.
This relocation made room for
another compost pile to be
started and gave campus a
pungent scent for the next
few days.
According to sophomore
Will Meadows, Lawrence’s
effort was different from others’ because it allowed volunteers to “work for a day in a
cause that’s always going on.”
350.org draws its name
from the 350 parts per million
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere — the recommended
maximum for healthy life.
The current global level is 389
parts per million.

Nominate speakers for the
2011-2012 Convocation Series!
Please send your nomination(s) to President Beck – accompanied by a brief justification – by campus mail or email no
later than 5:00 pm on Monday, October 18.
Include a short biography of your nominee plus reasons why
she or he ought to be considered. (Note: if you supply a biography downloaded from the web, please include the URL.)
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Tracing the origins of Lawrence Balinese Gamelan Ensemble
Adam Cox
Staff Writer

Anyone who went to Lawrence’s
recent “Kaleidoscope” concert at
the Fox Cities Performing Arts
Center will remember the otherworldly sounds and appearance
of the opening ensemble — a long
row of large ornate instruments
played by costumed people wielding wooden hammers.
This is the Lawrence University
Balinese Gamelan Ensemble, taught
and maintained by Postdoctoral
Fellow of Ethnomusicology Sonja
Downing and her husband, I Dewa
K. A. Adnyana.
The ensemble’s inception came
in the summer of 2008 when Dean
of the Conservatory of Music Brian
Pertl — then incoming — contacted
Downing, who was the incoming
fellow of musicology, with regard
to her specialization in Balinese
music.
“He wanted to know if I’d be
interested in starting a gamelan
ensemble,” said Downing. “I said
‘sure, but by the way, that’s what
my husband has been doing his
whole life; maybe he should come
too.’”
Dewa began his gamelan career

when he joined his cousin’s ensemble at age seven. He is a long-time
member of the renowned Balinese
group Sanggar Seni Çudamani,
which has been a cornerstone of
gamelan music since the 1970s.
With the group, Dewa has toured
internationally and taught all over
Bali.
When Downing arrived in the
fall of 2008, she began the search
for a gamelan — the large set
of instruments necessary for an
ensemble. Her search stopped at
the Robert E. Brown Center for
World Music in Champaign-Urbana,
Ill., which generously offered to
loan its gamelan to Lawrence.
This stroke of luck found students driving vans down to Illinois
in the early months of 2009 and
returning with bronze metallophones, xylophones, gongs and
drums, eager to begin rehearsing
as an ensemble.
After Dewa arrived to begin
teaching in the fall of 2009, he
and Downing were able to start
planning for the acquisition of
Lawrence’s own set of instruments.
In Bali last December they commissioned an entire gamelan, and after
over a year in the workshop the
sparkling, glittering, hand-carved

and hand-forged instruments will
be arriving in April of 2011.
In case you needed more incentive to see the group perform,
these dazzling new instruments
should be enough.
At the heart of gamelan music,
says Downing, is the basic Hindu
philosophy of complementary
opposites. This idea forms the
aesthetic for gamelan music, and
can be seen in the interlocking
rhythms played by the musicians,
or the cycling pitch patterns that
seem to be played backward and
forward simultaneously.
The ensemble itself is divided
into pairs using instruments with
bronze keys whose pitches do not
quite match. The resulting dissonance gives a quavering “shimmer,” perhaps one of the most
unique and enchanting characteristics of gamelan music.
Taught completely aurally,
gamelan exposes students to a
pedagogical approach very different from what they experience in
western music performance.
“It’s helped me tremendously with my teaching,” said David
Hamilton, a fifth-year music education major who is currently student teaching at Appleton West

Parents arrive to enjoy Fall Festival
Jamie Cartwright
for The Lawrentian

I was walking toward Steitz
Hall last Saturday, and as I neared
the lawn surrounding Main Hall
I began to see small groups of
people strolling in the bright sun.
It seemed odd at first, but as I got
closer I saw that they were families enjoying time together on a
Saturday afternoon. Parents had
arrived on the Lawrence campus
and Fall Festival had begun.
For many students, Fall Festival
was a long-awaited opportunity to
see their parents, to go off-campus
for food and to show off their new
home, Lawrence. Other students,
who did not have visitors come
to campus, went on with life as
usual, and Fall Festival was simply another weekend of studying
and amusement. Indeed, the most
obvious sign that Fall Festival had
arrived was the banner hanging
above the information desk in the
Warch Campus Center.
However, Lawrence provided
a plethora of opportunities for
parents last weekend to supplement the opportunity to see their
children. The Wriston art galleries were open for viewing, attendees enjoyed sporting events like
Lawrence’s tough football game
against Carroll University and
music events like the bands’ con-

R.I.P.
JL’s phone

cert and Ryan Horne’s performance in the coffee shop offered
a peek into the musical culture of
Lawrence.
The real highlight of the
weekend, of course, was the
Kaleidoscope Concert at the
Performing Arts Center, which
coincided with Fall Festival for
obvious reasons. I talked to one
parent who said that it changed his
image of Lawrence’s Conservatory
of Music completely. He no longer
considered Lawrence second best
to the schools his son did not get
into, like Oberlin and Berklee.
At one point during the weekend, President Jill Beck spoke to
parents concerning their students
at Lawrence and the educational
opportunities that are provided
here. These remarks then opened
up into a discussion for parents to
express their views and concerns
to President Beck directly.
Although many parents simply visited with their children all
weekend, events like Professor
of Psychology and Director of
Freshman Studies Terry Gottfried’s
“mini-course” about freshman
studies did draw some parents
into a temporary but educational
experience while on campus.
The attendance of this minicourse indicated just how many
parents that visited campus have
current Lawrence freshmen as children. The overwhelming majority

5 weeks down,
5 to go

of parents were here because their
son or daughter arrived here just
over one month ago.
After his parents left, one
freshman said, “It was good having them here. Got to go out to eat
twice, buy a few things and they
brought me a delicious apple pie.
It was fun to see them, but by the
end I was ready to be on my own
again. But it was a good break from
the classes.”
For entertainment, comedian
Bobby Banuelos performed a raunchy but well attended and hilarious
show in the Warch Campus Center
on Friday. Freshman Dana Schot
said, “It was funny at parts, but
I would have felt really awkward
seeing that [show] with my parents! He totally crossed the line
as far as dirty jokes. I’m cool with
some stuff like that, but not when
the show was full of just badly
executed sex jokes.”
Although the comedian may
not have been a show worth watching, Fall Festival as a whole was
remarkably enjoyable. The event
ended on Sunday with a 5K run/
walk that started at the front of
Warch Campus Center. The healthy
end to the weekend captured yet
another element of Lawrence’s varied campus culture by showing the
high value the campus places on a
healthy lifestyle.

I still don’t
know my
mailbox
combination.

Photo courtesy of Hazim Suhadi

High School and Wilson Middle
School.
“And having Dewa here to
teach us is just incredible,” he
added. “He’s a rock star in Bali.”
Because no musical notation
is ever used, the music is very
accessible to non-musicians, too.
“We really like to get people from
the college as well,” said Downing.

“You need absolutely no prior
musical experience.”
To join the gamelan ensemble,
one can sign up for MURP 171
next term or simply start attending rehearsals, which are currently
held in Lucinda’s Wednesdays at 8
p.m. and Fridays at 5:15 p.m.

From our kitchen
to yours
by Anneliese Abney, chef

Easy, Dreamy Kale
This recipe is maybe my
top favorite ever. And it’s
super, super easy! If you
like kale, or even if you
think you don’t, this is going
to be — I hope — a wonderful addition to your cooking
repertoire. Kale is chockfull of lots of vitamins and
nutrients, including beta
carotene and vitamins K
and C as well as calcium,
and it’s brimming with
antioxidants. And because
kale is such a hardy crop,
we can look forward to seeing it around the farmer’s
market for a good chunk
of the fall.

green, add the salt, pepper
and balsamic vinegar and
cover the pan, steaming
the greens for about three
to five minutes.
Uncover and add the sesame seeds, sautéing for the
final minute.
And it’s done! I recommend eating it all at once.
Serves 3-4. Unless you’re
like my roommate and I
— then it’s barely enough
for 2.
Guten Appetit!

Ingredients:
1 bunch kale
1 large clove garlic
Olive oil
Salt or tamari
Pepper
Dash of balsamic vinegar
Sesame seeds
Method:
Heat the oil in a pan over
medium heat.
Mince the garlic and
coarsely chop the kale.
Add the garlic to the heated oil, sautéing it until aromatic, then add the kale to
the pan.
Once the kale turns bright

Photo courtesy of Tara Atkinson
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Across the pond: Kate Smith thinks on her feet in London
Kate Smith

for The Lawrentian

What better way to explore
the city of London than with a
native British tour guide and seven
hours of walking with your classmates? On our third day after
arriving in London, I and nine
other Lawrentians studying abroad
did just that. And though it was
one of the most exhausting walking tours I have ever taken part of,
it was also one of the most enlightening and wonderful experiences
of my life.
London is one of the most
diverse cities I have ever visited. While walking to Buckingham
Palace to watch the changing of
the guard, our tour guide was
suddenly pulled aside by a few
French-speaking people, some of
whom were on our guide’s tour
just the day before! I was asked
by several Italians and Germans
to take pictures of them in front
of the palace, and of course they
kindly returned the favor.
Even within the Englishspeaking British, there are several

accents that are distinctly different
from one another. I like to compare them to the differences in our
American accents: a person from
Boston’s accent will be much different from that of someone living
in the Deep South.
While I have unfortunately not
yet picked up a British accent, I
have begun to think in a British
accent. However, I don’t think I
will ever voice the British woman
inside my head in fear of sounding
stupid in front of my friends and
actual British people.
As we continued our guided
walk through the city, we passed
the Royal Albert Concert Hall,
which happens to be two blocks
from where we live, Westminster
Abbey, the famous clock tower
from which Big Ben rings on every
hour, the enormous London Eye
and so much more.
Our tour guide, Brit, was so
energetic and enthusiastic about
London that none of us complained about our sore feet after
hour five of our tour. Brit even
took us to the supposed area of
Diagon Alley from the Harry Potter

movies, and we were all surprised
— and somewhat disappointed —
to see normal clothes shops and
bakeries where Olivander’s wand
shop should have been.
Throughout our tour, I noticed
some basic trends and customs
in the people we passed on the
street. One of my favorite trends
was that I rarely saw a macho man
walking a dog that wouldn’t easily
fit into his wife’s purse. Jam and
chocolate-filled pastries are essential commodities and are readily
available for everyone who needs a
light snack — this is a trend I think
we should pick up in the United
States. And of course, everyone
drives on the “wrong” side of the
road.
Despite our expansive walking tour, I felt like I had only seen
a small fraction of what London
is all about. The city itself is an
immense hub for cultures from
around the world, which I hope to
explore during the rest of my time
here. London is amazing in every
way — just ask the little British
woman inside my head!
Photo courtesy of Kate Smith

Tips from a townie: Pop the bubble, experience the universe
Sophie Leppanen
for The Lawrentian

It’s frustrating, isn’t it?
Sometimes you just want to pack
your bags and get the hell off
campus. You want to break your
stressful routine and remind yourself that you are part of a bigger
picture.
Unfortunately, you have a
paper due Sunday night at 8 p.m., a
presentation to give Monday morning and a test Tuesday, ruling out
any chance to escape on a weekend

ORC trip to ponder your existence
in a tent engulfed in stars and
woods. I propose a more practical
mini-escape: a trip to the Barlow
Planetarium.
Just a six-minute drive from
Lawrence — 15 minutes by bike,
30 minutes on foot — the Barlow
Planetarium can be found south of
Highway 441 on Midway Road, on
the campus of UW-Fox Valley.
Shows currently playing or
coming up on the Planetarium’s
schedule that may interest college students include: “Wisconsin
Skies,” “Legends of the Night

Sky: Perseus and Andromeda,”
“Legends of the Night Sky: Orion”
and “The Planets.” Sink down in
your reclined planetarium chair as
a tour guide leads you through the
universe and shares with you the
most up-to-date information about
our solar system in a voice as mystical as Captain Picard’s.
For the person who likes to
rock out while they space out,
the Barlow Planetarium also offers
a multi-sensory opportunity to
experience the universe through
themed laser rock shows.
Themes are categorized by

musician or holiday. If The Beatles,
U2, Pink Floyd, Led Zeppelin, Vinyl,
Metallica, creepy Halloween music,
patriotic music or Christmas music
touch your innermost being, these
shows are for you. If seeing intricate images produced by the latest
laser projection technology coordinated to musical change gives
you goose bumps, these shows are
definitely for you.
If traveling through simulated
galaxies, black holes and down
roller coasters while immersed
in 10000 watts of digital sound
sounds mind-blowing to you, be

prepared to have your mind blown.
You need to check this out.
Pop the Bubble! Get off campus
and visit the Planetarium ridin’
with friends or ridin’ solo to realign
yourself with the universe at the
Barlow Planetarium, and be sure to
invite any UW-Fox Valley students
you see take in Lawrence’s own
mind-blowing musical experiences.
Visit http://www.uwfox.uwc.edu/
barlow/index.html for show times
and laser themes.
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If Etsy had writers

Connecting past and present Lawrentians
The departments of Art and Art History as well as several other organizations brought Dan Leers ‘02 to campus Oct. 1 to discuss his curatorial work in the
Department of Photography at the Museum of Modern Art in New York.
The next day, Leers took a group of students to the Art Institute of Chicago to
see a photography exhibit he curated. Both informative and practical, Leers’s visit
afforded art history students the chance to interact with an accomplished alumnus
in their field.
Meeting with alumni who have successfully navigated the job market is especially
pertinent to liberal arts students who may be looking for careers in a wide variety
of fields. On Oct. 18, the Career Center will take students interested in consulting to
Deloitte LLP in Milwaukee to meet Jonathan Bauer ‘83.
The Career Center also arranged for students to meet alumni in Chicago over
winter break last year to discuss avenues of employment — an important networking
opportunity. This December, the program will be held in the Twin Cities.
We appreciate efforts by a number of groups to bring recent graduates to Lawrence
and to arrange meetings off-campus. Networking with professional, articulate alumni
not only gives students an idea of what they might aspire to, but also strengthens the
Lawrence community by developing relationships between former students and current students and by continuing interaction between alumni, faculty and staff.
We encourage academic departments and organizations at Lawrence to continue
to engage alumni in their curricula and in lecture series. Through these connections,
both the on-campus community and the alumni network will grow and achieve continued success.

Reality TV isn’t real: the Jersey Shore generation
Anita Babbitt
for The Lawrentian

PHOTO
POLL

642. No, that’s not the number
of freshmen coming into Lawrence
this year. That is the number of
different reality television shows
that have been on TV in the past
20 years.
The majority of these shows
are still on the air and their ratings couldn’t be better. In the past
nine years, reality shows have gone
from occupying about three hours
a week during primetime to more
than 20 hours a week. Not only
are reality shows being played all
the time, but people are watching
them — six out of 10 of the mostwatched programs on television,
and all of the top five, are reality
shows.
Why are there so many reality TV shows? From a network’s
standpoint, one answer is cost: It is
cheaper for networks and producers to produce reality shows than
to produce an hour-long drama.
In fact, producing a reality
show typically costs less than a
third of what it takes to produce an
hour-long drama. This is because
producers usually do not have to
pay writers or actors — with the

exception of the cast of Jersey
Shore. How ridiculous is it that
the Jersey Shore cast is being paid
$2 million a year each? After all,
these people are being paid to be
themselves, or a crazier and more
entertaining version of themselves.
Another answer to why there
are so many reality TV shows is
ratings. These shows have become
most popular with people between
the ages of 15 and 49, which is the
demographic that advertisers are
most interested in. Reality TV is a
guilty pleasure for many people,
including myself.
People find pleasure in reality
shows because they are so overthe-top. There is so much drama
and fighting in these shows that
viewers love coming back each
week to see what is going to happen next.
The truth is, though, these
shows are not very realistic. People
who are supposed to be just like
us are put into bizarre situations
that would never happen in our
everyday lives. At least in my little
corner of the world, people just
don’t eat gross-looking insects on
their way to work like they do in
Fear Factor.
You never see anyone as crazy

as Snooki or as intimidating as
Gordon Ramsay walking down the
street, and you wouldn’t want to
encounter people like this. These
people are completely outlandish
for the simple reason that they are
on TV and know people are watching them.
Given how bizarre “reality”
TV has become, is it healthy that
our generation has become so
obsessed with it, so much so that
these shows now account for 20
percent of major networks’ primetime?
Young adults have become so
entranced in reality TV that terms
like “DTF,” “GTL” and “smushing”
have become a part of every day
vocabulary. I have overheard “I’m
DTF” countless times.
Our generation is becoming
the gossip generation and the
fighters. Reality TV is taking over
young adults and making them
think that everyone needs to know
everything about each other’s lives
and that personal drama is entertaining. People love seeing fights
happen on TV and this could carry
into real life, making young people
think it is appropriate behavior.

See Reality TV on page 7

Photo poll by
Emily Owens

If you could
replace your
hands with
any object,
what would
it be?
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"After seeing the success
of a website called Etsy.
com, it is not difficult for
me to imagine a movement in the publishing
industry that would privilege the less-known, the
hand-produced and the
self-advertised."
Magdalena Waz
Columnist

In my first piece for “Reading
Rights,” I wrote about the problem
with the desire to read only the
bestsellers in order to keep up
with the most prominent form of
reading culture. To me, this mentality has never seemed like the
most personally fulfilling way of
reading. And when I say personally
fulfilling, I’m referring to a mixture of pleasure and intellectual
satisfaction.
To be able to read the work of
someone who can’t be referred to
as a celebrity — who is in some
way still accessible — is more
interesting. It provides a connection to the artist that isn’t present when one reads more popular
works.
It seems, often, that we see big
publishing houses as institutions
that are permanent in our society. But after seeing the success
of a website called Etsy.com, it is
not difficult for me to imagine a
movement in the publishing industry that would privilege the lessknown, the hand-produced and the
self-advertised.
For those of you who may not
have heard of it, Etsy is something
like the Amazon of handmade or
vintage products. It is a huge marketplace that allows people from
all over the world to share their
handmade products in a surprisingly personal way.
Initially, the shopping experience still feels like typical shopping. There’s a search field at the
top of the front page, but once you
find something that appeals to
you, a whole wealth of opportunities opens up.
You can send a message to a
seller — called a “conversation.”
You can request a custom item,
perhaps the same item in a different color. You can see which sellers the seller whose items you’re

searching through likes. And this
is all part of the appeal of buying
directly from an artist.
Of course, Etsy houses a huge
community of buyers and sellers.
In September alone, 280,538 new
members joined and 1,466,039
items were sold.
The appeal of the handmade,
personal and separated from the
larger economy, is largely manufactured by the aesthetic of the
handmade movement and the ease
with which one can use the website to build friendships with the
makers of products from all over
the world.
A cynic might say, “Well,
Maggie, you’ve hit the nail right on
the head. Etsy provides us with the
illusion of doing something good
— or something conscientious with
our money. We think we’re supporting the artist. But what about
the fees these artists pay to Etsy?
What about the fact that Martha
Stewart sometimes features people
with Etsy shops on her talk show?”
By buying and by producing,
we can never fully extricate ourselves from the world that will
always in some way need to make
a profit or the world that will want
to find the next big thing wherever
it sells its wares. But if we have to
pay, isn’t it better to buy from the
individual than from the Walmart
around the corner?
Most people want to feel as if
they are making a difference, as
if their mark on the planet could
be something as simple as buying
a bar of soap or a packet of seeds
or a stuffed animal from a real
person.
The real people in this analogy between Etsy and the world of
reading and writing are those writers who still write for more than
the money and more than fame.
Those are the artists who deserve
our support for continuing to pursue that which promises little in
the way of success and a lot in the
way of personal connection.

“Hammers.”
—John Troup

“Tentacles.”
—Julia Kaczmarek

“Chainsaws.”
—Andrew Kraemer
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Facebook fad hinders breast cancer awareness campaigns
Maureen Darras
Editor-in-Chief

In recent weeks, a noticeable
trend has developed on Facebook
in response to its daily entreaty,
“What’s on your mind?” A number
of female users have posted statuses that completed the sentence
“I like it...” Their responses range
from the mundane “in my dorm
room” to the more provocative “on
the kitchen table.”
Like many users of Facebook, I
was unaware of what had initiated
these public declarations — that
is, until I received an invitation
to a Facebook event that urged
me to “remember the game last
year about what color bra [I was]
wearing at the moment.” I vaguely
remember that game, although I
didn’t play and had no idea who
won.
The invitation continued, “The
purpose was to increase awareness of October Breast Cancer
Awareness month. It was a tre-

mendous success and we had men
wondering for days what was with
the colors and it made it to the
news.”
This year’s game: Post a status
stating where you place your purse
or handbag when you get home.
The message ended emphatically: “Forward to all your FB
female friends to their inbox. The
bra game made it to the news. Let’s
see how powerful we women really
are!!! REMEMBER — DO NOT PUT
YOUR ANSWER AS A REPLY TO
THIS MESSAGE — PUT IT IN YOUR
STATUS!!!”
Dedicating a month to breast
cancer awareness is a noble aim.
According to the National Cancer
Institute website, one in eight
women will be diagnosed with
breast cancer in their lifetime,
based on rates from 2005-2007.
Second only to skin cancer, breast
cancer is the most common cancer affecting women in the United
States. The risk of breast cancer in
women increases with age.
If cases are detected early in
which the cancer has not pro-

gressed beyond the breast, the
five-year survival rate of a woman
increases from 89 percent to 98
percent, according to the Susan G.
Komen foundation.
Evidently, women would benefit from increased awareness of
the risks that breast cancer poses,
the availability of screenings, the
at-risk populations, the steps that
can be taken to reduce risk-factors
and the implications of the various
treatment options. Unfortunately,
none of this information fits in the
“I like it...” formula.
While the event invitation
brags about reaching the news and
leaving men wondering for days
“what was with” the statuses, it
is exactly those accomplishments
that I find disheartening — and I
am disappointed to see that this
campaign is recurring this year.
While breast cancer does not
exclusively affect women, the risk
of breast cancer in men is significantly lower. I will contend
that breast cancer qualifies as a
“women’s issue.” But it is counterproductive for an issue that is

less common and probably less
discussed in a specific population — in this case, men — to be
further shrouded in mystery and
“feminine intrigue” — especially
during a month aimed at promoting awareness.
Undeniably, these statuses
are generating conversation, yet I
am skeptical of what the conversations are about. I have yet to
see a corresponding campaign to
educate Facebook users or direct
them towards action, nor seen a
campaign identifying breast cancer
research organizations or grassroots support networks.
I don’t doubt that Facebook
can be used as a platform for
social activism; in fact, I look forward to seeing it as such. To honor
Breast Cancer Awareness Month, I
suggest Facebook status updates
along the lines of:
“If you a woman are between
the ages of 20 and 39, arrange
for a clinical breast exam every
three years. Women over the age
of 40: have you had your yearly
mammogram? Visit ww5.komen.

org in order to learn more about
the Susan G. Komen for the Cure
Foundation.”
These “I like it...” statuses are
furthering an altogether different agenda. The “successes” of
last year’s campaign support the
notion that the most effective way
of calling men’s attention to a
women’s issue is by emphasizing
a women’s sexual allure. Perhaps
if this campaign were intended to
empower women sexually, I would
be more sympathetic.
Instead, it is perpetuating the
idea that in order for women to be
successfully heard they must be
speaking suggestively. It is implying that women’s issues are only
demanding of attention if they are
pitched as sexy or cute. It is rallying women behind a purportedly
shared identity that includes purses and bras as defining characteristics. Alarmingly, it is supposedly
doing all of this in the name of
breast cancer awareness.

Unjust and uneconomical U.S. embargo against Cuba must end
Alan Duff

for The Lawrentian

The embargo that the United
States first imposed on Cuba in
1962 has run its course. The Soviet
Union collapsed 19 years ago, and
Raúl Castro, Cuba’s current leader,
has announced he’s willing to talk
with the U.S.
It is time for the U.S. to change
one of its most outdated, uneconomical policies. The Cuban
Embargo is no longer politically or
financially reasonable.
Forty-eight years ago, the original Kennedy-era justification for
the embargo was the stealing of
“some $1.8 billion worth of U.S.owned property,” according to the
U.S. Foreign Claims Settlement

Reality TV

continued from page 6

Young adults should be
able to watch these TV shows
without taking what they learn
from the shows and applying it
to their own lives.
I don’t expect young adults

Commission — a great sum of
money, but nothing compared to
what it is now costing the United
States to maintain the embargo.
Today, the estimated costs
of the embargo each year for
American businesses are in the
billions. Even the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce reported that the
embargo costs the U.S. economy
and tax payers $1.2 billion per
year.
Since the recession hit, one
would think Congress and the
President would be eager to save
every penny they could, but many
policy makers have found excuses
to continue the embargo.
The idea that the U.S. will not
reestablish its political ties and end
the embargo with Cuba because it
is a communist country is also
ridiculous. There is a major prob-

to stop watching reality TV
shows; their appeal is obvious.
But I do expect young adults
to realize that these TV shows
might be called reality, but
they aren’t reflective of what
goes on in most peoples’ lives
and, more importantly, should
not become reflective of what
goes on in anyone’s life.

lem with that: the United States’
largest trading partner is communist China. Why should we take
issue with Cuba’s government, but
not China’s?
These polarized foreign policies seem particularly foolish when
they make the U.S. look hypocritical. Since 1992, the United Nations
General Assembly has made
it an annual event to condemn
the “unjust” embargo of the U.S.
against Cuba in an almost unanimous vote of 173 to three. The
only two countries that choose
to side with the United States are
Israel and Palau, a former protectorate of the U.S.
The embargo against Cuba
doesn’t make sense economically
and it is making countries around
the world angry with us, but what
do the American people think? The

U.S. is a democracy after all, where
the populace should decide.
According to a 2010 CNN poll,
71 percent of the Americans who
were surveyed said that the U.S.
should reestablish diplomatic relations with Cuba.
The Obama administration’s
statements that the embargo will
not end until Cuba undertakes
democratic and economic reforms
is also disappointing — especially when coming from a president who, during the campaign,
expressed a desire to meet with
the leader of Cuba and said, “I
would never, ever rule out a course
of action that could advance the
cause of liberty.” This is a chance
for the Obama administration to
take one such action.
Though many social and financial challenges exist in Cuba’s

Lightning beats
Pacman.

1,000,000,000
lbs. beats
Smiley.

“XBOX controllers.”

“Chocolate fountains.”

—Erik Borresen

—Sal Barahmeh

“Cheesecake.”

“Fountain pens."

—Zoie Reams

— Sophie Durbin

future, including a weak economy
and a workforce that can’t be supported by the island’s resources,
Cuba has slowly begun to change
many of its constrictive policies.
Since July, the Cuban government has cooperated with the
Cuban Catholic Church to allow
the releases of several political
prisoners. The government has
announced that eventually all will
be released in the next few months.
With the help of the United
States, Cuba could solve many of
its problems and even take steps
towards a free market, just like
China has begun to do. All our
current administration has to do is
keep their promise to end an outdated and unjust embargo.

Google beats
all.

The opinions expressed in
these editorials are those
of the students, faculty
and community members
who submitted them. All
facts are as provided by
the authors. The Lawrentian
does not endorse any opinions piece except for the
staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian
welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions
using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Kaleidoscope kicks off the year right for music ensembles
Justin Jones
for The Lawrentian

Kaleidoscope was massive. It
was rambunctious. It was downright chaotic. Yet, teetering on
the brink of mass confusion, it
still managed to maintain the perfect blend of professionalism and
sheer joy that I’d expected from
such a concert.
Now in its third incarnation,
the show lived up to its weighty
promise of highlighting almost
every Lawrence ensemble in less
than 70 minutes, and the performers did so with ease and grace.
With over 300 musicians, eight
conductors and compositions from
around the world, Kaleidoscope
was an event that can only be
described as spectacular.
The evening began with a performance from Gamelan Cahaya
Asri, the Balinese Gamelan group
on campus. To begin with a style
so foreign to a Western audience
was risky, and I spoke to some who
found the piece inaccessible.
Yet, for others, Gamelan was
a perfect opener — eerie and
anticipatory. Their performance
also highlighted Lawrence’s global
music awareness, as did the nonprogrammed improvisation from

Dean of the Conservatory of Music
Brian Pertl on didgeridoo that followed.
A string quintet played next,
and though the Dvorák “Scherzo”
was beautiful, it didn’t match its
predecessors in terms of volume,
as it was performed from one of
the stage left boxes. The piece
seemed to be a transitional number.
Concert Choir’s slower but still
energetic “Svete tihiy” was followed
a bit prematurely by the Lawrence
Symphony Orchestra. Though
Professor of Music and Director of
Orchestral Studies David Becker
jumped the gun a bit and cut
off Concert Choir in their last
few bars, his excitement was well
founded considering the feverish
pace of the piece he was conducting, Copland’s “Hoe-Down.”
The next work, though not
as accessible as others, was
definitely
thought-provoking.
Titled “Layaanjali,” meaning “full
of rhythm” or an “offering of
rhythm,” the composition was full
of references to the music of South
India where Assistant Professor of
Music Asha Srinivasan, who wrote
the piece, was raised.
The piece’s striking modernity was followed by a performance of a fairly well-known duet

from Bizet’s “The Pearl Fishers.”
With beautiful singing from tenor
Justin Berkowitz and baritone Evan
Bravos, “Au fond du temple saint”
was just gorgeous.
Next up were the Sambistas.
They too were definitely a crowd
favorite with their delightfully raucous beats and informal
approach. Associate Professor of
Music and Associate Director of
Choral Studies Phillip Swan was
reportedly dancing to their rhythm
backstage before going on to conduct Sondheim’s “It Takes Two.”
The piece comes from the upcoming Lawrence musical production
“Into the Woods,” and was sung
as a quartet by Amanda Ketchpaw,
Chelsea Melamed, Evan Bravos and
Alex Wilson.
Surprisingly, the Sondheim
piece was followed by another
musical theatre piece, an arrangement of Leonard Bernstein’s
“America” for piano trio. Pianists
Dario LaPoma, Sunghun Cho and
David Keep gave the piece the
orchestral dynamism it deserved,
while somehow managing to stay
out of each other’s way on their
one piano.
Next came the premiere of
“Arclight Alley,” composed by
David Werfelmann ‘06. Performed
by the Wind Ensemble, the piece

Photo courtesy of Sydney Pertl

began as a sort of cinematic landscape and quickly became very
modernistic and foreboding.
Cantala then changed the
tone entirely with “The Roses,” a
piece by Joan Szymko. Instructor
in Music Lee Tomboulian accompanied the choir on accordion. It
was an interesting pairing that
came off quaint and whimsical,
especially in comparison to Jazz
Ensemble’s “Signal Fires,” a whirlwind composition by Director of
Jazz and Improvisational Music
Fred Sturm.
That composition rounded out
the show before President Jill Beck

took up the baton. Beck closed
things out with a somewhat cheesy
adaptation of Holst’s “Jupiter,”
performed by everyone, including
the audience.
As I left the auditorium, dazed,
I heard parents and students alike
saying things like “amazing,”
“what a show” and simply “wow.”
Kaleidoscope was certainly a memorable experience and it acted as
the best kind of jumpstart for a
new year of music making at the
Con.

Belle & Sebastian bring Scottish charm back to Chicago after four-year break

Photo courtesy of Belle & Sebastian

Peter Boyle
Staff Writer

The Glaswegian band Belle &
Sebastian has been largely inactive since the release of the 2006
record “The Life Pursuit” and the
tour in support of it. The band has
also stayed off the road since that
time, playing almost no shows in
the United States or their native
United Kingdom in the past four
years.
Aside from the “BBC Sessions”
compilation, the group hasn’t
released any new music either.
However, on Tuesday Oct. 12 the

band released their newest LP,
“Belle & Sebastian Write About
Love,” and on Monday Oct. 11
made their only stop in the midwest at the Chicago Theatre.
The opener for the show was
the local group Smith Westerns,
whose pop sensibilities and saccharine lyrics about love are undercut on record by a lo-fi aesthetic.
The live setting did not afford the
group any ability to muddy their
sound, so their set was largely a
nostalgic pop jaunt.
The band’s only introduction
was, “We are Smith Westerns. This
is our music.” Minimizing chatter to requests for sound adjust-

ments, frontman Cullen Omori led
the band through 10 songs that
barely lasted 30 minutes.
As a young band whose members age only from 18 to 20 years
old, Smith Westerns seemed to
have some difficulty commanding a crowd of over 3,500 people.
Many concertgoers arrived during
their set, and combating apathy
was a struggle for the group.
Most of the songs elicited no
rise from the seats and sounded thin in the expansive venue.
Nonetheless, lead single and set
closer “Be My Girl” garnered a loud
cheer, and album tracks “Dreams”
and “Girl In Love” played well even
without their fuzzy edge.
Belle & Sebastian took the
stage to bright purple lights and
launched immediately into the
“Write About Love” opening track
“I Didn’t See It Coming.” The
group’s usual intimacy was instead
replaced with a keyboard-driven,
slow-burn sound; it became apparent over those four minutes that
the group had spent at least some
of their four-year stagnation considering the parameters of their
sound.
This experimentation did not
seem to bother the devoted fans,
who promptly stood during “I’m
a Cuckoo.” The group’s primary
songwriter Stuart Murdoch com-

mented playfully on the division
between those seated and standing: “Some of you are really into it,
but some of you are more casual
fans — you aren’t impressed yet.”
Comparing the evening to
a romantic encounter, Murdoch
joked that though the set started
with high energy, the band would
slow things down, and promised
the audience, “You’ll help us out,
we’ll help you out, and we’ll all
come at the same time.”
Murdoch’s comments set the
tone for the group’s stage presence, which bordered on silly.
Autographed Nerf footballs were
thrown to the children in the audience; a troupe of ‘clappers’ was
drawn from the audience for two
songs; Murdoch danced with one
woman he invited from the pit
seating.
Another woman applied mascara to the singer’s face during the
third verse of “Lord Anthony”, a
song about cross-dressing. These
antics did distract from the performance to some degree, but were
refreshing in light of the band’s
somewhat dull live reputation.
The group’s set deftly weaved
through their extensive catalog,
reaching back to B & S debut album
“Tigermilk” for “She’s Losing It”
and playing an encore of songs
only from the seminal sophomore

H E LP TH E EN V I RONM ENT.
RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER!

record “If You’re Feeling Sinister.”
The new material from “Write
About Love” sat well amongst the
“Life Pursuit” tracks especially,
particularly the segue from minorkey four-on-the-floor romp “I Want
the World To Stop” to the effervescent “Sukie in the Graveyard.”
Though a mic issue prevented
“If You Find Yourself Caught in
Love” from reaching its potential,
the band sounded tight for the
entire set, and the inclusion of
four local string players helped
flesh out many of the more lush
arrangements.
The key to Belle & Sebastian’s
effect, however, is arguably not
musical talent but demeanor, and
the band offered plenty of innocent charm. Ending the show with
“Me and the Major,” a track exploring inter-generational relations,
the group did get the entirety of
the diverse audience dancing.
Perhaps it was a long wait, but
four years of playing hard-to-get
have made America’s consummation with Belle & Sebastian all the
sweeter. The crowd seemed satisfied that Murdoch and his cohorts
fulfilled his promise to please.
Hopefully the midwest won’t have
to wait until 2014 to greet the
band again.
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Video game review: NBA 2K11 lives up to Michael Jordan’s legacy
Micah Paisner
Staff Writer

If you love Michael Jordan,
then I’m sure you’ve undoubtedly
heard about NBA 2K11, 2K Sports’
newest basketball video game. Not
only does this game deliver in
terms of its Jordan appeal, but it
is also easily the best basketball
game I have ever played.
During his time in the NBA,
Michael Jordan could not be found
in video games. In order to acquire
the right to create a specific player
in one of these games, the makers
must obtain his or her permission,
something that Jordan never gave.
Now, 12 years after retiring
for the second time — excluding his unfortunate return to the
Washington Wizards — Chicago
Bulls legend Michael Jordan has
arrived in digital, video game glory,

and it was well worth the wait.
What really makes NBA
2K11 stand out are the Jordan
Challenges. In this game mode,
players can relive some of Jordan’s
greatest moments, such as the “Flu
Game,” in which an extremely ill
Jordan scored 38 points, grabbed
seven rebounds, dished out seven
assists and put the Bulls within
one game of winning their fifth
NBA title of the 1990s.
There are nine other such
moments in which players must
complete a certain amount of
Jordan objectives. As a diehard
Bulls fan who remembers many of
these great moments, this game
mode is outstanding. Every starting player from these Bulls teams
as well as their opponents can be
found in the game, a feature missing from past NBA 2K games.
Once players beat the 10

Jordan Challenges, they then get
to play with Jordan as a rookie,
and have the ability to assign him
to any current NBA team. I’ve still
got three challenges to go, but I
can tell you that this game mode
is more than worth the price of
the game.
There are, of course, other features that make this game stand
out. 2K Sports vastly improved the
game play for this installment. The
majority of the glitches in the past
games have been fixed, resulting in
a much more fluid experience. You
can no longer make no-look full
court passes; the defense will steal
the ball every time.
In addition, specific players are
much more accurately depicted
in this year’s game. Derrick Rose
comes equipped with his signature flick layup, and Kobe Bryant
will only sometimes throw out his

Artist Spotlight:
Carolyn Armstrong
Andrew LaCombe
Staff Writer

Fifth-year super-senior
and cellist Carolyn Armstrong
loves to help people get up on
stage so they can share artistic talents with others. As the
assistant program coordinator
at Harmony Café for the past
four years, Armstrong has put
plenty of time and energy into
building the arts community in
Appleton. But Wednesday, Oct.
20 at 6:30 p.m., Armstrong will
share her own musical talents
at her senior recital in Harper
Hall.
Armstrong began playing cello as a fourth grader
at Badger Elementary here
in Appleton after a stringed
instrument
demonstration
at her school. She continued to play as a student at
Renaissance High School of
the Arts, where she was also
involved in theatre and visual
arts. In addition to performing
in the school orchestra and
starting a jazz group with her
friends, Armstrong has also
sang, played cello and guitar in
several different folk groups.
Armstrong’s wide-ranging
interests led her to Lawrence,
where she found the chance
to study in multiple areas.
After graduation in June,
Armstrong will have a Bachelor
of Music degree in cello performance, a Bachelor of Arts
degree in theatre arts and an
Interdisciplinary Area in film
studies.
A
major
focus
of
Armstrong’s work in film
studies has been creating a
documentary about music
education in Haiti. Armstrong
started going to Haiti the summer after her sophomore year
with other Lawrence students
and her cello professor, Janet
Anthony.
The documentary earned

Photo by Tara Atkinson

Armstrong and Lawrence
alum Stephen Anunson magna
cum laude honors, and the
film will be presented at the
Haitian Studies Association
Conference at Brown University
in
November.
However,
Armstrong’s experiences in
Haiti resulted in much more
than a documentary — they
completely changed her entire
life.
“The Haitians’ way of life
is so vibrant, and their culture
is so rich,” she commented.
“They don’t worry about the
everyday things that we get
caught up with. I had never
been anywhere like Haiti. I
was struck with the idea that
I could be friends and make
music with these people who
are completely different from
me, and I’ve kept wanting to go
back and learn from them and
make music with them.”
In her work from Haiti to
Harmony Café, it is clear that
Armstrong strives to enrich
other people and places. She
believes that music and the
arts are essential to creating
successful communities, and
hopes to make a career out of
this interest.
Five total visits to Haiti

have given Armstrong musical
confidence, among many other
things.
“I had a lot of injury issues
during my first two years at
Lawrence, and when I went to
Haiti the first time, I wasn’t
proud of my cello development,” she recalled. “But teaching and playing in Haiti made
me realize things about my
playing and aspects of my
personality that I could bring
into my playing. It also made
me appreciate having my own
instrument and teacher, and
the education I was getting at
Lawrence.”
Armstrong’s musical poise
will definitely be on display
on Wednesday night through a
variety of music.
“Janáek’s
‘Pohádka
(Fairytale)’ piece is a Debussyesque, impressionistic work
that will draw listeners into
the various sounds of the
cello,” she said. “Cassado’s
‘Suite for Solo Cello’ is a virtuosic Spanish work that is very
expressive and pushes the limits of different emotions that
you can experience in a piece.
And Grieg’s ‘Cello Sonata in A
minor’ is just intense... balls
out!”

arms to enact an airplane, a move
he rarely does in real life. In the
past games, he made this gesture
frequently, rather than sparingly.
2K Sports also improved the
Franchise mode. Users can no longer amass the perfect team, much
to the dismay of LeBron James
and Dwyane Wade. In past games,
opposing teams would accept any
trade offered, an extremely unrealistic feature.
But for 2K11, teams weigh the
options realistically. That means
no more trading superstars for
bench players, but so it goes.
Equally impressive is that a team
in the midst of rebuilding will be
willing to trade a good player for a
draft pick. Teams know what they
want. This has never been true of a
basketball video game.
Finally, the My Player career
mode stands out too. With this

feature, gamers can create a player and journey with him through
an entire NBA career. You start
by playing with fellow rookies,
attempting to play well enough to
get noticed and drafted.
The game mode takes a lot
of patience, as your player’s rating is initially only 37, but it pays
off. You can participate in press
conferences and choose what your
player says. If you make an arrogant remark, the fans begin to boo
you and your teammates refuse to
pass to you.
The Jordan Challenges could
be a standalone game, but with
all the other features, NBA 2K11
is impossible to pass up. This is
quite possibly the best and most
intuitive sports game any system
has ever seen.

Urness explores the reaches
of solo bass at faculty recital
Sam Lewin
Staff Writer

While I admire musicians who
are able to perform difficult music
without accompaniment, I do not
usually find solo performances
terribly exciting. This is partially
because there is no interactive or
mutual development of musical
ideas in solo performances.
Musical interaction — especially interaction in an improvisatory
setting — makes music exciting.
So even though I usually drool
over Associate Professor of Music
and Teacher of String Bass Mark
Urness’s playing, I had a few lingering doubts before Urness walked
out on Harper Hall’s stage to begin
his solo bass recital last Sunday
night. However, my doubts quickly
evaporated about 10 seconds into
his first tune.
Urness opened his recital with one of my favorite jazz
standards, saxophonist Eddie
Harris’s “Freedom Jazz Dance.”
Popularized by the Miles Davis
Quintet in the 1960s, Freedom
Jazz Dance has a straightforward
form and a funky melody with
tricky eighth-note runs.
Urness breezed through the
runs and played the melody with
the finesse one might expect from
a saxophone player. After finishing
the melody, Urness took an explosive solo that maintained the melody’s funky character and ended the
song abruptly.
Urness followed “Freedom
Jazz Dance” with one of his own
compositions, titled “Today’s
Waltz.” He explained that while
living in New York City in 2000, he
practiced composition by composing one song a day. One morning
he composed a melody, quickly
dubbed it “Today’s Waltz,” and
never got around to changing the
title. Urness alternated between
bowing and plucking the bass’s
strings on “Today’s Waltz” and
used both techniques to create an
effective sonic contrast.
Though I really enjoyed
“Freedom Jazz Dance” and
“Today’s Waltz,” I was less excited
for the third piece, Mieczyslaw
Weinberg’s “Sonata for solo string
bass, op. 108,” probably because I
generally prefer jazz to classical

music.
Parts of the sonata were
fairly slow and not as captivating. However, I did enjoy most of
it. The sonata featured unusual
rhythms, and called for interesting
bass techniques. I was especially
fond of the faster movements that
highlighted Urness’s virtuosity.
The sonata lasted for about 20
minutes and the audience applauded it enthusiastically.
After acknowledging the audience, Urness played five more jazz
compositions, three of which he
composed. I particularly liked his
composition “This Thing,” a melody that he based on the chord
changes of the jazz standard
“What is this Thing Called Love?”
Urness’s bowed version of jazz
legend Charlie Parker’s composition “Relaxin’ at Camarillo” was
also impressive. His authentic
bebop solo swung hard, even without the accompaniment of other
musicians.
The last jazz piece Urness
played was the John Coltrane
composition “Countdown,” a
re-harmonization of the Miles
Davis standard “Tune Up.” Jazz
students spend hours practicing
“Countdown,” so it was fascinating to see Urness blow through
Coltrane’s notoriously difficult
chord changes and improvise lines
that perfectly complemented the
melody.
I did not expect Urness to
top his impressive rendition of
“Countdown,” but he came close
with the final piece of the concert,
Tom Johnson’s “Failing.” The composition “Failing” is unique, as it
requires the performer to read a
description of what he’s playing
while he is playing it. The piece
begins simply with few notes and
has the performer read about the
progression of the piece.
However, the piece quickly
becomes more difficult, as the
performer must read the humorous passage while playing complex
music. The performer explains
how he is ultimately supposed to
“fail” at simultaneously reading
and playing. Urness’s version of
“Failing” was wonderful and was
a great closer for an equally great
concert.
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Cross country men and women win at home
Erik Borresen
Staff Writer

The Lawrence University cross
country teams hosted the Gene
Davis Invitational Saturday at Reid
Golf Course in Appleton. On the
6,000-meter course, the women’s
team claimed first place, while
the individual titles on both sides
of the competition were taken by
Lawrence runners.
Junior standout Emily Muhs
claimed the women’s title — her
first title as a Viking — with a time
of 19:40.71, finishing nearly a minute ahead of the competition.
Senior Annie Sullivan finished in third place, while sophomore Mary Kate Smith finished
in fourth to help secure the team
victory for Lawrence. The Vikings
won the meet with an impressive score of 26 points, which put
them well clear of second-place

UW-Whitewater, who finished the
five-team meet with a score of 49
points.
The Viking men’s team finished in second place with 47
points, placing them behind only
Carthage, who won the title with
32 points.
Freshman Curran Carlile won
his second meet of the year with an
individual time of 26:22.89 on the
8,000 meter course. Sophomore
Sam Stevens and senior David Zane
finished the race with times of
27:04.35 and 27:16.13 to finish
fifth and sixth respectively.
Besides their individual and
team titles, the Vikings saw Carlile
named Midwest Conference
Performer of the Week. These
impressive accolades were an
impressive tribute to the namesake
of the first annual home meet:
former cross country coach Gene
Davis, who coached the Vikings
from 1956 to 1991.

Standings
Football

Photo by Paul Wilke

Women’s soccer downed by powerful Carroll team
Jon Mays
Staff Writer

The Lawrence University women’s soccer team struggled last
Sunday at Carroll University and
came away with their second conference loss of the season. Carroll
(9-3, 5-0 MWC) sits on top of the
conference standings and has yet
to be challenged thus far.
Reigning conference defensive player of the week Cassie
Burke had another solid outing

for Lawrence, but was bombarded with shot after shot from the
Pioneers. Carroll outshot Lawrence
17-9, with 10 of those 17 shots
on goal.
The Pioneers struck early in
the game when Cody Callander
fired the ball past Burke, and just
10 minutes later Callander struck
again, putting Carroll ahead 2-0.
The Pioneer attack did not stop
there, with Kellen Moran scoring
just four minutes later.
With much of the game spent
on the defensive end of the pitch,

Men’s soccer falls to Carroll
Erik Borresen
Staff Writer

The Lawrence men’s soccer
team was outscored 3-1 in a road
game against Carroll University
last Sunday.
In a battle of conference rivals,
the Pioneers (6-6-1, 4-1 MWC)
fought to preserve their slight lead
over the Vikings, who entered the
game tied with the home team for
third in the conference standings.
The Pioneers’ Marc Hietpas
scored early with a fifth-minute
goal on an assist from Adam Bruk.
14 minutes later, senior
Bennett Pang put the ball in the
back of the net off an excellent
pass from freshman Charlie Mann,
tying the score.
Lawrence (6-5-1, 3-2 MWC) held
strong for the next 24 minutes,
but Carroll exposed a weak Viking
defensive set and scored on a shot
from Scott Pease, making the score
2-1 at the half.

The Vikings fought hard for
the majority of the second half,
putting several quality shots in
the direction of the goal, but they
were unable to score. The Pioneers
finally put the game out of reach
with a goal in the 87th minute off
a poor defensive clearance.
The Vikings dropped their
second game of the conference
schedule, but the team still holds
on to its fourth-place spot in the
Midwest Conference, which would
be enough to send Lawrence to the
conference playoffs.
Next, the Vikings will battle
Monmouth and Illinois College this
Saturday and Sunday at home.
The Vikings still have fixtures
against St. Norbert College and
conference leaders Ripon College
in late October. With just a onegame lead over fifth-place Lake
Forest, Lawrence will need all the
wins it can get in order to secure
its spot in the conference playoffs.

Lawrence University

the Lawrence offense had a hard
time getting anything started.
Leading scorer Mallory Koula had
only three shots, while Celesta
Kirk had three as well. The Vikings
(5-7, 4-2 MWC) had only four corner kicks to the Pioneers’ 11.
Carroll goaltender Taylor
McLean made five saves to earn
the shutout as the Pioneers won
3-0.
Lawrence remains in sole possession of fourth place in the conference. With the top four teams at
the end of the regular season earn-

ing bids to the conference tournament, the Vikings will have to hold
off Monmouth, Ripon and Grinnell
as the season draws to a close.
If the season ended today, the
Vikings and Pioneers would be set
up for a rematch of last Sunday’s
game in the first round of the
tournament.
The Vikings take on fifth-place
Monmouth and winless Illinois
College this weekend on their
home field as they look to improve
their chances of playing beyond
the regular season.

Sports Trivia
Q1: The end of the 2010 baseball season marks the end
of the Pittsburgh Pirates’ MLB-record 18th straight losing season. During that streak, which dates from 1993, the Pirates
have amassed a losing record against every team in the
National League except which NL East team?
A1: Despite their two World Series championships, the
Florida Marlins are 68-77 against the basement-dwelling Pirates.
The Marlins, who have only existed as a franchise since 1993,
have never played a season of baseball in which the Pirates have
finished above .500.
Q2: South Carolina’s 35-21 upset win over the then-topranked Alabama Crimson Tide catapulted Steve Spurrier’s
Gamecocks into the national spotlight, but USC-East’s recent
rise in Division I athletics isn’t limited to football. Last year,
South Carolina won its first Division I men’s championship
— in any sport — by defeating UCLA to win the title in what
sport?
A2: Baseball. South Carolina’s 2-1, 11-inning win over a
heavily favored UCLA team gave the Gamecocks their first
ever men’s championship, though the win over Alabama likely
received more attention on campus.

LET’S GO VIKES!

Carroll
Ripon
Grinnell
Beloit
Illinois College
Monmouth
St. Norbert
Knox
Lawrence
Lake Forest

MWC

O'All

4-1
4-1
3-2
3-2
3-2
3-2
3-2
1-4
1-4
0-5

5-1
5-1
4-2
3-3
3-3
3-3
3-3
1-5
1-5
0-6

MWC

O'All

6-0-0
5-0-0
4-1-0
3-2-0
2-3-0
2-3-0
1-3-0
1-4-0
1-4-0
0-5-0

9-3-1
7-4-2
6-6-1
6-5-1
7-4-0
4-9-0
2-9-0
5-7-0
3-11-0
2-11-1

MWC

O'All

5-0-0
4-1-0
4-2-0
4-2-0
3-1-0
2-3-0
2-3-0
1-4-0
0-4-1
0-5-1

9-3-0
7-5-0
5-7-1
5-7-0
7-4-2
4-9-0
3-10-0
6-8-0
2-9-2
3-9-1

MWC

O’All

6-0
3-1
2-1
3-2
2-2
2-2
1-2
1-2
2-5
0-5

16-7
9-9
15-5
11-9
12-8
9-12
10-12
10-14
5-15
5-13

Men’s soccer
Ripon
Grinnell
Carroll
Lawrence
Lake Forest
St. Norbert
Monmouth
Beloit
Illinois College
Knox
Women’s soccer
Carroll
Lake Forest
St. Norbert
Lawrence
Monmouth
Grinnell
Ripon
Knox
Illinois College
Beloit
Volleyball
Monmouth
Grinnell
St. Norbert
Beloit
Carroll
Lake Forest
Lawrence
Ripon
Illinois College
Knox

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and www.
midwestconference.org
and are current as of
October 13, 2010.
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Women’s tennis claims title Athletes of the week
Beth Larsen
Staff Writer

The Viking women’s tennis team challenged St. Norbert
College at home last Friday. The
Vikings’ 6-3 win clinched the top
seed in this weekend’s conference tournament for coach Kevin
Girard’s team.
Junior captain Beth Larson
and sophomore Jennifer Roesch
crushed Norbert’s top two singles players 6-3, 6-0 and 6-2,
6-2, respectively, while freshmen Gayatri Malhotra and Carla
Schmidt also picked up victories in

the singles competition.
During the doubles competition, the Larsen/Roesch doubles
team beat the No. 1 doubles team
from St. Norbert 8-5. Meanwhile,
Malhotra and junior Kat Valde shut
out the Green Knights’ No. 3 doubles team 8-0.
After a perfect 4-0 week,
Roesch was named Midwest
Conference Player of the Week.
Her No. 2 singles victories and No.
1 doubles victories against both
Ripon and St. Norbert improved
her season record to 8-6 in singles
and 12-3 in doubles.
The Vikings’ victory against

St. Norbert won them the Midwest
Conference North Division title
and sealed their spot as the No.
1 seed in the Midwest Conference
Championships, which will be
held Friday through Sunday in
Rockford, Ill. and Madison.
In the team championship —
held on Friday in Rockford before
the action moves to Madison for
the singles and doubles championships — Lawrence will take on
South Division runner-up Lake
Forest (11-3, 3-1 MWC) in the first
round.

Volleyball teeters in conference standings
Jon Mays
Staff Writer

The Lawrence University volleyball team had an up-and-down
week last week — after dominating Knox in three sets, the Vikings
battled hard against Grinnell but
wound up falling to the Pioneers
in straight sets.
With senior Melissa Schnettler
out for the season, the Vikings
used a balanced attack against
Knox, with four players having at
least five kills. Sophomore Jenna
Picha led the way with nine kills
in the Vikings’ 25-17, 25-20, 25-15
win.

Freshman Diane McLeod and
senior Farrell Tremble split the
setting duties, picking up 14 and
13 sets respectively, while freshman Kathleen Rowland led the
Vikings with 11 digs.
It was a different story versus
Grinnell as the Vikings dropped
three extremely close sets to lose
25-23, 26-24, 25-23. Junior Clare
Bohrer led the Vikings with 14
kills, while no one else had more
than six.
McLeod and Tremble once
again covered the setting duties,
totaling 15 and 12 respectively,
but despite each set’s close score,
the Vikings just couldn’t get over
the hump and win a set.

Lawrence (10-12, 1-2 MWC) is
currently seventh in the conference standings, but the season is
new enough that the Vikings only
trail St. Norbert and Grinnell, who
are tied for third place, by one
game.
The Vikings have several
important conference games on
their upcoming schedule, including visits to Ripon on Wednesday
and to St. Norbert on Oct. 19. In
a chance to make a statement
and gain momentum going into
the tournament, Lawrence will face
conference-leading Monmouth on
Oct. 22 at Alexander Gymnasium.

Vikings upset bid fizzles against Carroll
Kelson Warner

2 Subs in
15 minutes

Jared Padway: Men’s soccer
If this year’s team could
play the team from your
freshman year, who
would win?
I think it would be a
good match, but I feel like
our team from this year
would win. We are better technically this year
then we’ve been any other
year of my career here.
However, we do miss the
speed of reserve forward
Yui Ueno this year, as well
as his general presence on
campus.
What is your favorite
position to play and why?
Least favorite?
Photo courtesy of Jared Padway
My favorite position to
play would have to be forward, obviously, because I want to score goals. My least favorite position, other then goalie, is outside midfielder, because
you have to do the most running. Unfortunately, that is the
position that I play...
What is the biggest difference between this year’s team and
last year’s team?
Well, we didn’t have our greatest year last year, but we
have greatly stepped up our play this season. The improvements could be due to increased leadership, the addition of
a solid new freshmen class — or maybe we are finally putting
away our chances. I personally believe that it’s because our
new manager has given some of the guys on the team a little
extra motivation to work harder.
What is your favorite memory from your soccer career at
Lawrence?
My favorite moment of my Lawrence soccer career was
definitely my sophomore year against Knox. I scored the gamewinning goal, which also happened to be my first collegiate
goal. I’m pretty sure I blacked out after seeing the ball hit the
back of the net.

for The Lawrentian

The Vikings football team
battled the Carroll Pioneers in
the Banta Bowl for a Midwest
Conference matchup last Saturday.
Despite Carroll’s pregame status
as a heavy favorite, the game was
extremely close, but the Pioneers
held on to their seven-point halftime lead and won 21-14.
There was no score until late
into the first quarter, when the
Pioneers went on a 10-play drive
ending in a three-yard touchdown
run by Joe Beckstrand.
The Vikings (1-5, 1-4 MWC)
answered back to tie the game at
7-7 early into the second quarter
thanks to a 16-yard touchdown
pass from freshman quarterback
Luke Barthelmess to sophomore
Tyler Mazur. However, the Pioneers
(5-1, 4-1 MWC) scored a second
touchdown less than two minutes
later to give them the lead at 14-7.
The Vikings answered Carroll’s
quick score with an almost equally
quick score of their own, as a huge
47-yard pass from Barthelmess to
junior wide receiver Jon Bruehl
tied the game at 14-14 with just
three minutes coming off the clock

by Alyssa Onan

What is your favorite pre-game meal?
Whatever, as long as it includes some bananas. My roommate-for-life Andrew Wilt always reminds me that I need that
extra potassium before the game.

Cassie Burke: Women’s soccer
Photo by Paul Wilke

during the drive.
Unfortunately for the Vikings,
the Pioneers were able to make
another drive towards the end
zone to score with two minutes
left in the half and pull ahead at
21-14 to end the high-scoring first
half.
Strangely, the halftime score
would be the final score, as both
teams left their offensive in the
locker room where it would stay

B. A.
Thanks for
the cake.
— October
babies

for the rest of the game. Thanks
to a missed field goal by Carroll
kicker Dean Beck and a secondhalf turnover by each team’s
quarterback, the second half was
completely devoid of scoring and
the Pioneers took a win back to
Waukesha with them.
The next game on the schedule
for the Vikings is against Grinnell
(4-2, 3-2 MWC) in Iowa. Kickoff will
be at 1 p.m. Saturday.

Prepare for
trouble, and
make it double.

How does Lawrence compare to your old school?
It’s really different.
It’s a lot colder here than
in Florida, and everyone
seems to know each other.
The team here is awesome
though; everyone has such
great attitudes and has been
super welcoming.
What is your favorite part
about playing goalie?
Not running.
If you could meet any
professional athlete, who
would it be and why?
I would meet Oliver
Kahn. He was my favorite
keeper growing up.

Photo courtesy of Cassie Burke

What do you do to prepare
for a big game?
I eat a lot of cinnamon rolls and listen to music.
Best memory from this season so far?
Coach doing the happy dance.
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What’s on your iPod?
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1. Andrew Bird, “Tenuousness”
“Tenuous at best was all he
had to say when pressed about
the rest of it, the world that is.”
What more could you want from
an opening line?
2. Milt Jackson & Wes
Montgomery, “Delilah (take 4)”
After a very tasty solo by Milt
Jackson, Wes comes in and plays
my favorite guitar solo ever in
just one chorus. It’s like he says,
“Yeah, I’m cool. I know. I only need
one chorus.” Admittedly, he does
take a longer second solo after the
piano, but I like to think that he
would have preferred sticking to
the first one.
3. The Tallest Man on Earth,
“Honey Won’t You Let Me In”
Everything this guy puts out
is phenomenal — except when he
plays the piano. I got goose bumps
from this song every time I listened to it for about six months.
I don’t even know what all the
lyrics mean. I just enjoy the words

together. He won’t get old, musically. Ever.
4. Jaga Jazzist, “Airborne”
Ten-piece Norwegian electronica/jazz? Oh yeah. I really appreciate musicians who can break
boundaries and do something new
and cool without making it look
like a gimmick. This tune features
bass clarinet, keyboard, drum
machines, saxophones, a flute and
much more. I can’t help but utter
a “yeah!” even when I’m in the
library with my headphones on.
It’s embarrassing, but these guys
know how to make music.
5. St. Vincent, “The Neighbors”
Annie Clark is small and pretty
and from the looks of her, you
would expect some sweet vocals
with an acoustic guitar, strumming
softly singing about butterflies.
Instead of that, you get “Disney
princess” vocals about psychosis
and suspicion in four, floating
effortlessly over crunchy — not
to mention well-played — guitars

and drums in six. In Aesthetics of
Music, one of the criteria for musical pleasure was the “inhibition of
musical expectation,” and Annie
Clark does just that.
6. Jay Sean, “Down (feat. Lil
Wayne)”
Say what you like, but this guy
really knows how to make a fun
and catchy song. It’ll get stuck in
your head whether you like it or
not. What makes this tune truly
special in my ears is Lil Wayne’s
addition. His verse here is well
thought out, flows well and is
actually pretty clever. Jay Sean
dropped out of medical school
to be a pop star. You know, both
Mohit and I are Indian and will
some day be medical students…
just saying.
7. Blue Scholars, “Morning of
America”
As much as I like popular hiphop, my true alliances will lie with
folks like the Blue Scholars. They
rap about the state of the world,

music and life in general. In seven
minutes, they sum up complicated
historical and social factors concisely and coherently using wellplaced allusions and metaphors.
Trying to do that is hard enough
without making it rhyme and flow.
8. Band of Annuals, “Blood on My
Shirt”
This song shows that country
is cool, Utah is cool and that I’m a
sucker for vocal harmonies and lap
steel guitars.
9. Bedrich Smetana, “The Moldau”
So I’m a novice to this whole
“classical music” business. I had
been listening to classical music
for a while and enjoying it, but
this was the first piece of classical
music where I had an “aesthetic
experience.” The imagery of the
river as it runs towards the ocean
is just great, and I always jump at
the very last note.
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MY PARTY PLATTERS
MAKE CATERING
SO EASY, YOU’LL
WANT TO CALL THEM

SMARTY
PLATTERS!

((

((

Would you like
to see your
organization’s
event advertised
here?
We offer
discount student
organization rates.

EDITORIAL POLICY:
Editorial policy is determined
by the editors. Any opinions
which appear unsigned are
those of the majority of The
Lawrentian’s editorial board.
Letters to the editor are encouraged. The editors reserve the
right to edit for style and
space. Letters must be e-mailed
to: lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by e-mail should
be text attachments.
— All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to The
Lawrentian no later than 5 p.m.
on the Monday before publication.
All submissions to the editorial
pages must be accompanied
by a phone number at which
the author can be contacted.
Articles submitted without a
contact number will not be
published.
— The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline and to edit each submission for clarity, decency and
grammar.
— Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words,
and will be edited for clarity,
decency and grammar.
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